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sim fox simulator for x ray sim fox simulator x ray free download X-ray simulator for airport security X-ray simulator for airport security A: You could make a simple form which will let user select a type of simulation, then will send a file of obtained X-ray with requested parameters to you server. You will store it somewhere then choose X-ray file location(if you want to give user possibility to select it by himself) to send to you. You will repeat this process
for each file. I am certain this code below will help you as a starting point if you want to change it, but it is pretty much standard. Your form would look something like this: On the server side you will need to store X-Ray images as they come from scanning part of user's body. Then you will iterate through the form and store for each form element name of type of simulation and ID of simulation requested by the form. So your website would have something

like this and if you use PHP as programming language: $TypeOfSimulation = $_POST['TypeOfSimulation']; // Would have something like '1' or '2', or similar $IDOfSimulation = $_POST['IDOfSimulation']; $res = $mysqli->query('SELECT `ID`, `X-Ray` FROM `images` WHERE `ID` = '. $IDOfSimulation); if (mysqli_num_rows($res) > 0) { $row = mysqli_fetch_assoc($res); $filename = $row['X-Ray'];
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